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CLOSING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF CHRISTCHURCH 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LIMITED (DESIGNATION ROLLOVER 

WITH MODIFICATION) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1 These closing legal submissions are provided on behalf of 

Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL) and supplement 

the opening submissions with particular emphasis on matters raised 

during the hearing either by submitters or the Hearings Panel. 

 

CIAL’S DESIGNATION ROLLOVER 

The existing designation 

2 As stated in opening Christchurch International Airport (the Airport) 

is a significant physical and economic resource in national, regional 

and local terms.   

3 As discussed by Rhys Boswell, in 2010 the Airport generated an 

estimated $1.8 billion in regional GDP and created or generated 

employment for 23,694 Full-Time Equivalent workers (FTEs).  The 

Airport generated 7.1% of total regional GDP, and 9.7% of regional 

employment.   

4 CIAL currently has one designation in the operative City Plan (see 

Volume 3, Part 12, clause 2.1).  The existing designation covers an 

area of 912 hectares of land - the majority of this being land but not 

all being owned by CIAL.  The designation is held for ‘airport 

purposes’.  

5 The significance of the Airport is recognised in a number of planning 

documents, which have been considered in detail in evidence.1  At 

its simplest, it is the case for CIAL that the rollover of the existing 

“airport purposes” designation in relation to the 912 hectares of land 

included in the operative District Plan is consistent with the wider 

planning framework and enables CIAL’s objective of enabling the 

ongoing use and development (and the wider safe and efficient 

operation) of the Airport.  

6 It is significant that there are no submissions in opposition to the 

existing designation being rolled over.  Submissions lodged relate 

only to extensions which the airport seeks beyond the current 

912 hectares. 

                                            
1  Statement of evidence of Matt Bonis, at paragraph [77].  
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7 In this instance, the rollover process is to be determined in 

accordance with clause 14 of the Canterbury Earthquake 

(Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 (largely based 

on Schedule 1, clauses 4 and 9 of the Resource Management Act 

1991 (RMA). 

8 It is noted that clause 14(3) of the Canterbury Earthquake 

(Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 (the Order) 

provides that in making a decision on an existing designation, the 

hearings panel must confirm the designation or heritage order if no 

modification is proposed and no submissions are received on the 

designation proposal (this provision replicates Schedule 1, clause 

9(3)): 

(3) In making a decision on an existing designation or heritage order 

that is included in a proposal without modification, and on which 

no submissions are received, the hearings panel— 

(a)  must confirm the designation or heritage order; but 

(b)  must not alter, or impose new conditions on, the 

designation or heritage order 

9 In this context there are no submissions relating to the rollover 

912 hectare area encompassed in the existing designation and it is 

submitted therefore that the Panel must confirm that part of the 

notice of requirement for ‘airport purposes’ without alteration or the 

imposition of conditions. 

10 This approach is generally consistent with legal concepts such as 

that applying to the permitted baseline and the existing 

environment2 - within which the continuation of, for example, 

existing infrastructure such as CIAL needs to be assumed for the 

purposes of considering the designation. 

11 As will be outlined in more detail below the requirement to rollover 

the existing designation in terms of its ‘airport purposes’ scope and 

geographical boundaries has implications for the arguments raised 

by submitters in relation to the additional areas sought to be added 

to the existing designation because: 

11.1 the present location of runway 29/11 and its extension is 

authorised within the area of the existing designation and is 

in physical terms is an existing asset at a fixed location.  The 

Panel is constrained from considering alternative locations for 

                                            
2 See Beadle v Minister of Corrections (Unreported, Environment Court at 
Auckland, A074/02, 8 April 2002, Sheppard J) re application of the permitted 
baseline/existing environment concepts to designations. 
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runway 29/11 which is within the geographical area of the 

existing designation; 

11.2 the majority of the REPA at the eastern end of runway 29/11 

is also within the area of the existing designation as it 

currently exists and planning decisions have been made to 

ensure it is kept free of structures prohibited in the REPA.  

The Panel is similarly constrained from considering alternative 

locations for that part of the existing eastern REPA which falls 

within the existing designation;  and 

11.3 the above factors operate as a practical constraint on the 

requirement to consider alternative locations for the eastern 

REPA to the east of Russley Road. 

 

PARTICULAR ISSUES WITH THE MODIFICATIONS TO THE 

DESIGNATION 

12 In regard to the land sought to be added to the rolled over 

designation, (identified in “Annexure 6 Amendment to Designation” 

in Mr Boswell’s statement of evidence) this loosely fall into 3 general 

categories: 

12.1 third party land on the eastern side of Russley Road where 

that land falls within the Runway End Protection Area (REPA) 

where submissions in opposition have been lodged by the 

three landowners represented by Ms Steven, and Mr Stokes; 

12.2 land owned by a third party at the southern end of the 02/20 

runway.  That landowner is not a submitter to this process 

and no party opposes the modification to the designation in 

terms of its purpose or geographical boundaries at this 

location;  and 

12.3 land currently owned by CIAL, but not within the existing City 

Plan designation but in circumstances where no party has 

lodged a submission opposing the extension to the 

designation in terms of its purpose or its geographical 

boundaries. 

 

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK 

Notice of requirement  

13 This section of the submissions provides a summary of the statutory 

framework which the Hearings Panel must follow in reaching their 

recommendation on the extensions sought to the designation.   
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14 The key statutory considerations relating to notices of requirement 

are contained in section 171.  The Hearing Panel must, subject to 

Part 2 of the RMA, consider the effects on the environment of 

confirming the additions to the designation.  That consideration is to 

have particular regard to: 

14.1 the relevant provisions of the statutory planning documents 

(as listed in section 171(1)(a)); 

14.2 whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative 

sites, routes, or methods of undertaking the relevant work 

(as listed in section 171(1)(b)); 

14.3 whether the notice of requirement (as a planning tool) and 

the works to be authorised by that notice are reasonably 

necessary for achieving the objectives of the requiring 

authority for which the designation is sought (as listed in 

section 171(1)(c)); and  

14.4 any other matter the Panel considers reasonably necessary to 

make a decision on the requirements. 

15 These submissions address each of the above matters with respect 

to issues which have been raised by a submitter or the Hearings 

Panel during the hearing.   

 

THE LAND TO THE EAST OF RUSSLEY ROAD 

Mr Stokes - Alternatives (section 171(1)(b)) 

16 Mr Stokes argues that CIAL should adopt an alternative site for the 

REPA by adopting an alternative site for runway 29/11, i.e. moving 

the runway further to the west in order to move the REPA from 

affecting third party land east of Russley Road.  It is not clear 

whether Ms Steven’s clients are arguing that runway 29/11 or the 

REPA should be physically relocated as at this point in time legal 

submissions on behalf of those parties have not been received but 

no evidence was led by those submitters to suggest that there was 

an alternative site for the REPA or runway 29/11. 

17 Section 171(1)(b) provides that the Hearing Panel must consider the 

effects on the environment of allowing the requirement, having 

particular regard to: 

“…whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative 

sites, routes, or methods of undertaking the work if – 

(i) The requiring authority does not have an interest in 

the land sufficient for undertaking the work; or 
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(ii) It is likely that the work will have a significant adverse 

effect on the environment.” 

18 Evidence has been provided that in Mr Bonis’ view the existence of 

the REPA constraining activities which can take place within it would 

not have a significant adverse effect on the environment given 

existing constraints on the use of the properties in issue.  

Nevertheless it is apparent that the airport does not own the land 

owned by the three submitters represented by Ms Steven in terms 

of section 171(1)(b)(i).   

19 It is submitted that case law has established that a decision maker’s 

review of whether there has been adequate assessment of 

alternatives is limited.  In essence, it is limited to looking at whether 

CIAL has acted arbitrarily or given only cursory consideration to 

alternatives.3  In particular, a requiring authority is not required to 

demonstrate that it has selected the best of all available 

alternatives,4 nor whether adequate consideration has been given to 

the chosen site.5  To do so would be straying into matters of policy, 

which fall outside the Panel’s jurisdiction.6   Nor is the enquiry in to 

whether adequate consideration has been given to the chosen 

option.7 

20 The Environment Court has summarised the key principles that 

apply to the interpretation of section 171(1)(b)8: 

(a) The focus is on the process, not the outcome: whether the 

requiring authority has made sufficient investigations or alternatives 

to satisfy itself of the alternatives proposed, rather than acting 

arbitrarily, or giving only cursory consideration to alternatives. 

Adequate consideration does not mean exhaustive or meticulous 

consideration.  

(b) The question is not whether the best route, site or method has 

been chosen, nor whether there are more appropriate routes, sites or 

methods.  

                                            
3 Beda Family Trust v Transit New Zealand (EnvC A139/2004, 10 November 2004), 
at para 52; Waimairi DC v Christchurch CC (PT, C030/82, 13 July 1982), at pages 
24-25, 41, applied in Quay Property Management Pty v Transit New Zealand (EnvC, 
W028/00, 29 May 2000), at para [148]. 

4  Meridian Energy Ltd v Central Otago District Council [2011] 1 NZLR 482, at para 
81 (HC); and Quay Property Management Pty v Transit New Zealand (EnvC, 
W028/00, 29 May 2000), at para [152]. 

5  Beadle v Minister of Corrections (EnvC, A074/02, 8 April 2002), at para [860]. 

6  Beda Family Trust v Transit New Zealand (EnvC A139/2004, 10 November 2004), 
at para [57].   

7  Beadle v Minister of Corrections (EnvC, A0744/02) at [860] 

8  Re Queenstown Airport Corporation Ltd [2012] NZEnvC 206 at para [49] 
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(c) That there may be routes, sites or methods which may be 

considered by some (including submitters) to be more suitable is 

irrelevant.  

(d) The Act does not entrust to the decision-maker the policy 

function of deciding the most suitable site; the executive 

responsibility for selecting the site remains with the requiring 

authority.  

(e) The Act does not require every alternative, however speculative, 

to have been fully considered; the requiring authority is not required 

to eliminate speculative alternatives or suppositious options. 

21 The recent High Court decision of Queenstown Airport Corporation 

Ltd v Queenstown Lakes District Council confirmed the position that 

suppositious or hypothetical alternatives do not need to be 

considered.9  

22 Against that background the assessment of alternatives in this case 

is informed by two matters in particular: 

22.1 first, as Matt Bonis outlines, it must occur in the context of an 

extensive already authorised and developed asset which to all 

intents and purposes would be impossible to substantially 

change or manage on a different basis;10  and 

22.2 second, Rhys Boswell’s evidence refers to the “Airport Master 

Plan” (AMP) being the principal strategic tool in planning the 

effective and efficient use of available land.11 The AMP is 

required due to the capital intensive nature of airport asset 

ownership, long lead times for planning approvals, and the 

need to remain compliant with International Aviation 

requirements.12 

23 In this particular case: 

23.1 CIAL made a decision with regard to the location of runway 

29/11 in 2006; 

23.2 consequently the location of runway 29/11 is currently fixed 

and represented as an existing physical asset.  The location of 

runway 29/11 is authorised under the existing designation 

which must be rolled over; 

                                            
9  Queenstown Airport Corporation Ltd v Queenstown Lakes District Council [2013] 
NZHC 2347. 

10  Evidence of M Bonis dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 137. 

11  Evidence of R Boswell dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 51. 

12  Evidence of R Boswell dated 23 January 2015, paragraphs 54-55. 
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23.3 the location of the REPA is driven by the fact that: 

(a) it is a physical dimension dictated by the location of 

runway 29/11 and designed to FAA standards;  and 

(b) the majority of the REPA is already fixed through the 

existing designation west of Russley Road which is to 

be rolled over and the provisions of the operative City 

Plan as a result of PC16. 

24 In that context CIAL submits it was not obliged at the time it 

requested the modification to the rollover to consider an “alternative 

site” for either the REPA or runway 29/11 as such would be fanciful 

in the context of existing and authorised fixed asset and the fixing 

of the location of the REPA in the operative City Plan. 

25 Nevertheless if the Panel disagrees and considers that when seeking 

the modification to the designation CIAL should have considered 

alternative runway locations then the Panel has been provided with 

evidence of the consideration of options which occurred in 2006 

prior to CIAL committing to the current configuration and then 

proceeding to implement the REPA through PC16, a process in which 

it was partially successful.13 

Ms Steven - Works reasonably necessary (section 171(1)(c)) 

26 CIAL has not yet heard the submissions for the private landowners 

represented by Ms Steven but it is assumed that the argument will 

be that the designation of the eastern REPA is not “reasonably 

necessary” for achieving the objectives of CIAL.  Section 171(1)(c) 

requires the Panel to have regard to whether the REPA is reasonably 

necessary for achieving the objectives of CIAL for which the notice 

of requirement is sought.  The objectives of the airport include 

operating a safe and efficient airport. 

27 The Hearing Panel must determine whether both the works and the 

designations are reasonably necessary for achieving CIAL’s 

objectives.  It is well settled law that the decision maker cannot 

pass judgment on the merits of CIAL’s objectives.14  Whether the 

works are ‘necessary’ is a judgment that falls somewhere between 

expedient or desirable, and essential, but must allow some 

tolerance.15 

                                            
13  Runway Options Study 

14  Gavin H Wallace Limited v Auckland Council [2012] NZEnvC 120, at 
paragraph [184]. 

15  Queenstown Airport Corporation Ltd v Queenstown Lakes District Council [2013] 
NZHC 2347 at para [96].  See also Gavin H Wallace Limited at paragraph [183], 
adopting the discussion in Watkins v Transit New Zealand (Environment Court 
Auckland, A54/2003, 16 April 2003). 
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28 The REPA is reasonably necessary to allow: 

28.1 the existing Runway 11/29 to be extended;  

28.2 simultaneous operations to occur, resulting in greater 

efficiency for CIAL;16  

28.3 the postponing of construction of a further runway;17 and 

28.4 compliance with US Federal Aviation Administration Runway 

Protection Zones,18 which while not imposed by the New 

Zealand Civil Aviation Authority, are the standards suggested 

on its website and which represent best practice to ensure 

public health and safety.19  

29 All of these factors satisfy the requirement to establish the works, 

i.e. the REPA is reasonably necessary for achieving the airport’s 

objectives of operating a safe and efficient airport. 

30 On the issue of whether the mechanism chose, i.e. designation is 

reasonably necessary or some other method could be used to 

achieve the objectives of the airport the choices are: 

30.1 do nothing, and allow conflicting land uses which are 

permitted under the operative Plan to establish in the REPA, 

e.g. glasshouses; 

30.2 seek to impose controls by rules; 

30.3 seek to impose controls by designation;  

30.4 own the land. 

31 For obvious reasons including the obligations of directors under 

Health and Safety legislation the do nothing option is not 

acceptable. 

32 In relation to controls through the use of rules CIAL originally 

sought to regulate the land uses in the area contained by the REPA 

by way of private plan change (plan change 16) which introduced 

rules prohibiting certain activities taking place within the REPA.   

                                            
16  Evidence of M Bonis dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 107.2. 

17  Evidence of M Bonis dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 107.2. 

18  Evidence of M Bonis dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 107.4. 

19  Evidence of R Boswell dated 23 January 2015, paragraph 115-116. 
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33 In the decision on Plan Change 16, the Independent Commissioner 

adopted the rules for the majority of the REPA’s but declined to 

extend the controls over the eastern REPA to include the properties 

east of Russley Road and stated that while provision for the REPA 

was desirable, it should be facilitated via the designation process, 

rather than the plan change process.  That option has therefore 

been exhausted. 

34 Submitters on Plan Change 16 also expressed a preference that the 

REPA be provided for via designation.  CIAL is now taking the 

opportunity to choose the designation option in light of the lack of 

success in PC16 to ensure there are appropriate controls in place for 

all of the airport’s REPA’s. 

35 That process would also enable the airport to have the option of 

owning the land by compulsory acquiring it in furtherance of 

option 4.  In circumstances where to date no party has signalled a 

willingness to sell and short of a willing seller situation, CIAL has no 

other practical option of securing ownership short of compulsory 

acquisition if it considers it needs to take that step. 

36 The practical impact of the designation being extended east of 

Russley Road to provide for the REPA is that a modest number of 

property owners will now have portions of their properties affected 

by CIAL’s designation in the sense that some activities would be 

prohibited.  This will impose further restrictions on the land use 

activities undertaken on those sites.  However, as discussed by Mr 

Bonis, CIAL’s designation extension will not generate significant 

additional effects on the environment for those properties affected 

by the extended designation as nor would it significantly constrain 

use of these properties beyond the constraints already contained in 

the City Plan rules.  

37 For completeness it is also noted that the recent Memorial Business 

Park plan change has been notified with provisions that appear to be 

consistent with the future provision of a REPA on part of the land.  

That party owns land on the eastern side of Russley Road and has 

not appeared at the hearing to oppose the designation.   

38 Mr Bonis in his evidence and Mr Boswell in cross-examination 

accepted at the hearing that the only reason for designation of the 

third party land was to provide for the REPA and it would be 

appropriate for the scope of the designation to be limited in the area 

to the east of Russley.  Suggested wording is attached and marked 

“A”.  This wording was forwarded to Ms Steven on 13 February 2015 

but as at the time of filing these submissions no response has been 

received. 
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Loss of property values 

39 During the hearing a question was asked of Mr Bonis by the Hearing 

Panel as to whether he had considered the effects of constraints of 

the third party landowners, in particular with respect to value of 

their properties.  The example was provided by Ms Steven of the 

prohibition on buildings related to intensive horticultural activities. 

40 Particular caution needs to be taken in an RMA context to 

approaching valuation effects. 

41 This issue was considered by the Environment Court in Bunnik v 

Waikato District Council20. The Court found that it is preferable to 

consider property devaluation as a reflection of the effects of the 

proposed activity on the environment, rather than to consider the 

market’s response to those effects. 

42 Therefore, to put effects on valuation into the mix would be double 

counting of other effects.  In this context the Environment Court has 

confirmed that the physical effects are usually more important than 

speculative evidence of effects on valuation.21   

43 Accordingly, CIAL’s position is that: 

43.1 the potential impact of the REPA on property values is better 

assessed as a reflection of effects rather than attempting to 

speculate the market’s response to these effects as a 

resulting change in property value;  and  

43.2 in this context therefore the effects are a reflection of 

additional constraints on the use of the property beyond 

those that currently exist under the Operative City Plan. 

44 Mr Bonis’ evidence is that the properties concerned are already 

constrained as to their use, and the designation will not impose 

significant further constraints.  As requested by Panel member, Mr 

Mitchell, Mr Bonis has prepared the attached memorandum marked 

“B” setting out his interpretation of existing constraints against 

which the imposition of the additional constraints arising under the 

designation could be measured.  This memorandum was sent to 

Ms Steven in draft on 13 February 2015 and as at the time of 

lodging these submissions no response has been received, other 

than a verbal indication that there is disagreement with Mr Bonis’ 

memorandum. 

                                            
20  Environment Court Auckland, A42/96, 24 May 1996, at page 6. 

21  North Canterbury Gas Ltd v Waimakariri District Council Environment Court 
Auckland A217/02, 6 November 2002 
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Summary on eastern REPA land 

45 In summary, the land falls within the eastern REPA.  As Mr Boswell’s 

evidence explains, REPAs exist for the purpose of risk reduction.  

The highest risk of an aircraft runway-related accident occurs during 

take-off and landing.  This is when the aircraft is aligned with the 

extended runway centreline and relatively close to the end of the 

runway.  In order to protect the public from the risk of an incident, 

many national airway authorities define a zone beyond the runway 

end.  The REPA design requirements are based on the United States 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) runway protection zones 

standards and represent best practice.  CIAL considers that the 

works, i.e. the REPA are reasonably necessary for achieving the 

airport’s objective of operating a safe and efficient airport. 

46 Consideration has been given to whether the designation is 

reasonably necessary.  CIAL considers the options are limited to: 

46.1 do nothing – not an option in terms of risk to health and 

safety and constraints on efficient future operations, e.g. 

SIMOPS;  or 

46.2 introduce constraints via a plan change – not an option given 

that it has already been attempted in PC16 and failed in 

respect of the properties to the east of Russley Road;   

46.3 seek the designation;  or 

46.4 buy the land - which cannot be achieved absent a willing 

seller unless the designation is in place. 

THE LAND AT THE SOUTHERN END OF RUNWAY 02/20 

47 CIAL also proposes to extend its designation over third party land at 

the southern end of the main runway (runway 02/20).  Parts of this 

land fall within the southern REPA. The balance of the land is in one 

ownership but outside of the REPA area.  The designation is not 

opposed by the owner of that land and in the context where the 

imposition of the designation provides that landowner with the 

ability to request that CIAL purchase its property and the landowner 

has chosen not to submit against the designation it is submitted that 

the Panel should be slow to decline the extension of the designation 

to that area. 

48 CIAL does not own this land and CIAL therefore considers the 

control of land uses through the designation is reasonably necessary 

for achieving its objectives of providing a safe and efficient airport.  

CIAL seeks to ensure that future activities and land uses that are 

inconsistent with safe and efficient Airport operations are prevented.  
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49 Much of the motivation for designating this particular parcel of land 

relates to its current use for crop farming activities.  This is a site 

specific issue, against a backdrop of a history of difficulties of bird 

strike risk arising from authorised farming practices carried out by 

the owner of this particular piece of land. 

50 Given the land’s proximity to the runway, these farming activities 

create a bird strike hazard risk.  CIAL takes the potential bird strike 

risk around the Airport very seriously.  Even if the risk of strike in a 

statistical sense is relatively low, it is beyond dispute that a single 

strike will have catastrophic effects.  CIAL is heavily involved in bird 

management and is a regular participant in planning processes 

which involve the potential creation of suitable bird habitat.  Use of 

the designation process is an appropriate method to ensure that 

CIAL can control the risk of bird strike over this one critical area 

where history shows there has been a problem. 

51 The designation is considered necessary for achieving the airport’s 

objective of operating a safe and efficient airport. 

LAND CURRENTLY OWNED BY CIAL, BUT NOT WITHIN THE 

OPERATIVE DESIGNATION 

52 In terms of the areas to the west of Runway 11/29, the designation 

request relates to CIAL owned land in which it has an interest, 

including that area encompassed by the western REPA and RESA22. 

The current length of Runway 11/29 (the cross wind Runway) is to 

be extended to the west from its current 1741m length to 2000m. 

The NZ Civil Aviation Authority requires the RESA for this Runway to 

be constructed by April 2015.  

53 The designation requirement also encompasses that area identified 

as the route for the realignment of Pound Road which is to facilitate 

the REPA and land previously within the ownership of Canterbury 

Golf.  

54 These additional areas to the west of the operative designation 

outside the REPA are also sought to be included within the ‘airport 

purposes’ designation for the same reasons as relate to as existing 

designated land holdings for ‘airport purposes’. Ownership and 

management, as an ‘interest’ in the land is necessarily necessary for 

achieving CIAL’s broader objectives which include: 

54.1 ensuring the efficient and safe operation of Christchurch 

International Airport; 

                                            
22  Runway End Safety Area. ICAO recommended RESA commences 60m from 
Runway end and extends 240m in length. RESA width 90m. Reference Section 7.3.6 
CIA Masterplan 2006. 
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54.2 provision of a method for the cohesive, consistent and 

efficient management of land affected by Airport operations; 

and 

54.3 delivery of airport related services and provision for 

aeronautical growth, including maximising economic value.  

55 CIAL has an ‘interest’ in these areas23 through ownership and 

comprehensive management. Additional alternatives and methods 

are not required to be considered. The area is considered reasonably 

necessary to achieve Airport objectives. 

56 The Hearings Panel has questioned whether the extension of the 

‘airport purposes’ designation, which potentially encompasses a 

wide range of activities is consistent with relevant provisions of 

statutory plans and policy and/or whether the extension would 

amount to a de facto extension of the urban area. 

57 It is difficult to respond to that question without embarking on the 

argument of what is encompassed in the phrase ‘airport purposes’ in 

circumstances where agreement has been reached with Christchurch 

City Council that the range of activities encompassed in the phrase 

is not a matter to be determined or considered by the Panel. 

58 However, in a narrow sense there is no justification for declining the 

designation and having it revert to Rural zoning controls as that 

would not enable activities clearly associated with core aeronautical 

matters.  Just a few which come to mind are: 

 Runway End Safety Zones (RESA); 

 taxiways and other aircraft movement areas; 

 aprons; 

 terminals;  

 rescue facilities; 

 navigation and safety aids; 

 maintenance and servicing facilities including the testing of 

aircraft engines (in situ or otherwise); 

 security fencing and security buildings; 

 quarantine, customs and incineration facilities; 

                                            
23  s171(1)(b)(i) 
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 stormwater facilities as designed and managed to reduce bird 

strike risk; 

 roads; 

 monitoring, including noise monitoring activities; 

 site investigation activities; 

 vehicle parking and storage; 

 landscaping; 

 flags; 

 signs;  

 offices associated with any of the foregoing activities; and  

 all related construction and earthwork activities. 

59 Even taking a wider view of what could potentially be encompassed 

in the phrase ‘airport purposes’ CIAL submits that extension of the 

designation is not inconsistent with the statutory documents as set 

out in Mr Bonis’ evidence. 

60 Notably: 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch 

60.1 Councils cannot act in a manner that would inconsistent with 

the Recovery Strategy pursuant to section 15 of the CER Act 

2011.  The relevant goals include:  

 2.1 Economic Recovery – Planning for a well-functioning 

central city, thriving suburban centres; 

 2.4 Economic Recovery  - renewing the region’s brand 

and reputation as a safe, desirable and attractive place to 

live, study, visit and invest; and 

 2.5 Economic Recovery – identifying and facilitating 

increased opportunities for early and substantial local and 

international investment. 

Land Use Recovery Plan  

60.2 This Recovery Plan was gazetted in 2013.  Section 3.2.4 of 

Volume 1 of the LURP states: 
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Operations at the port and airport have grown significantly 

and are expected to continue to do so in coming years. 

Passenger numbers through the airport are expected to 

increase by 50% by 2028 and freight tonnage will double, 

from a relatively low base…. Increased activity at both the 

airport and port will need to be supported by effective freight 

networks and by land use management that integrates the 

needs of airport and port operations with the expectations 

that surrounding communities have for the amenity of the 

areas. 

Section 4.4.3 of Volume 1 of the LURP ‘Support strategic 

transport networks and freight’ states: 

Christchurch International Airport and Lyttelton Port represent 

strategic infrastructure of national significance, enabling 

international and domestic freight to move to and from the 

South Island. The airport and port also provide gateways for 

tourism, which contributes substantially to the Canterbury 

economy. Their ability to operate efficiently 24 hours a 

day and to expand over time is essential for the full 

social, economic, cultural and environmental recovery 

of metropolitan greater Christchurch. It is essential that 

the transport and handling of freight to, from and within the 

airport and port are efficient and reliable so that unnecessary 

transport costs and delays are avoided. Investigating how 

current and future freight demands can be met will support 

recovery of the region’s economy. 

61 The relevant provisions of the Regional and local plan framework are 

set out in Mr Bonis’ evidence and include matters to which particular 

regard must be had specifically:  

 The provision of the safe, efficient and effective operation and 

development of Christchurch International Airport (RPS 

Objective 5.2.1(2)(f)), Objective 6.2.1(10), City Plan 

Objective 7.8, Policy  7.8.1, Proposed Objective 12.12 

and Policy 12.12.1 (PC84), Recovery Strategy Goal 2.4 and 

2.5. 

62 It should be noted that none of the higher order planning 

documents contemplate ‘the airport’ being constrained within a 

defined geographical boundary, and the boundaries of the existing 

designation do not line up with the boundaries of the Special 

Purpose Airport zone.  Therefore the boundaries of the SPAZ cannot 

be used as a proxy to limit what the higher order documents 

contemplate to be ‘the airport’. 
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